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8 Bộ đề thi tuyển sinh lớp 10 môn Tiếng Anh 2020-2021 

Đề số 1: 

I- Choose the best answer:                                        

1. Doctors _____  a cure to AIDS yet. 

        A. have found        B. found          C. haven't found         D. hasn't found 

2. Do you mind _____ up? 

      A. wash         B. washing    C. washed  D. to wash. 

3. He _____ to give up smoking since last week. 

A. was trying  B. have tried     C. has tried  D. tried. 

4. He enjoys _____ in the rain. 

A. walk  B. walks  C. to walk D. walking. 

5. Would you like _____ to my party? 

A. come  B. to come  C. coming  D. came. 

6. My sister likes _____ and _____. 

A. dance/sing        B. to dance/sings        C. dancing/singing          D. dancing/to sing 

7. This school _____ ten years ago. 

A. be built B. is built  C. was built  D. built 

8. He _____ since the day we left school. 

A. hasn't seen         B. hasn't been being seen     C. wasn't seen    D. hasn't been seen 

9. We spent half a year _____ this hotel. 

A. to build  B. built           C. building        D. with building 

10. My friend is fond of _____ TV in the evening. 
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A. watching  B. to watch  C. watch  D. watched 

11. There is a _____ on the table. 

A. lamp reading  B. read lamp           C. reading lamp         D. reading lamps 

12. While I _____ TV, my sister _____ to music. 

A. was watching/ listening  B. watched/ listened  

C. was watching/ was listening  D. watching/ listening 

13. She is bored _____ getting up early. 

A. with  B. of C. in  D. to 

14. I am not used _____ up early. 

A. get  B. to get  C. getting  D. to getting 

15. She can't stand _____ her at home all day. 

A seeing  B. see  C. to see  D. saw 

16. He drives very _____ and has got two accidents this year. 

A. careless  B. carefully  C. carelessly  D. careful 

17. You'd better _____ at night. It's dangerous. 

A. not go out        B. don't go out     C. to go out  D. not to go 

out 

18. I'd rather _____ at home than _____ to see that film. 

A. stay/ to go        B. staying/ going  C. to stay/ to go D. stay/ go 

19. He was surprised _____ her action. 

A. for  B. with  C. to   D. at 

20. He feels like _____ in a big city. 
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A. live  B. to live  C. living  D. lives 

21. They are trying to look _____ new jobs. 

A. after  B. at  C. for  D. forward 

22. They are looking forward _____ Tet holiday. 

A. to have  B. having  C. to having  D. have 

23. He looked at me_____. 

A. angry  B. angrily  C. anger  D. angryly 

24 This is Kensington Garden _____ every visitor from abroad admires. 

A. which  B. what  C. from where  D. where 

25. This is a store _____ you can buy almost everything from. 

A. which  B. where  C. what  D. in which 

26. It is in this house _____ he was born. 

A. where  B. which  C. that  D. in which 

27. He is the most intelligent student _____ I've ever taught at school. 

A. who  B. whom C. which D. that 

28. Uncle Ho was born _____ Kim Lien village. 

A. in  B at  C. from  D. on 

29 That man can tell us where _____. 

A. does John live B. is John living  C. John lives       D. John living 

30. When I saw him, he _____ a black suit. 

A. wore B. was wearing  C. wearing D. wears 

31. Your car is different _____ mine. 
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A. to  B. in  C. from  D. for 

32. I found history very _____. 

A. amusing  B. amused  C. amuse D. to amuse 

33. Her _____ include swimming and reading. 

A. interests B. interesting C. interested        D. interest 

34. Great Opera _____ of the world can be heard at the Sydney Opera House. 

A. sing  B. singings C. singers  D. to sing 

35. English is the _____ language on one- fifth of the land area of the world. 

A. office  B. official  C. officer  D. officially 

36. English tends towards _____. 

A. simple  B. simplicity C. simplier  D. simply  

37. He looks _____ today than yesterday. 

A. good  B. well  C. better  D. goodly 

38. There is a _____ difference between the north and the south. 

A. region B. regional  C. regionally  D. regioner 

39. He went to a seaside resort because he was keen on _____. 

A. windsurf           B. windsurfing           C. to windsurf        D. to windsurfing 

40. The teacher told the boys to stop _____. 

A. to make  B. played  C. playing             D. being played 

41. Mark Twain is a famous _____. 

 A. American writer      B. American playwright 

 C. English writer                   D. English playwright 
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42. He used _____ next to me in class. 

A. to sit                B. sit                   C. to sitting           D. to sat 

II- Read the following passage and choose A, B, C, or D to fill in the gaps: 

    James Cook was born in England (43) 1728. His parents (44) poor farm workers. (45) 

James was 18, he found a job on a coastal ship. He worked (46) ships until he was 27 

years old, and then he joined the navy. He fought (47) Canada in a war against France. In 

1768 King George III made him the captain of a ship and (48) him to the Pacific. He was 

gone (49) nearly three years when he (50), he was a national hero. 

43.  A. in    B. at     C. on           D. during 

44.  A. are     B. be      C. were        D. was 

45.  A. while   B. when   C. because   D. during 

46.  A. in     B. on           C. for        D. under 

47.  A. at       B. in         C. to           D. against 

48.  A. got       B sent      C. send         D. sending 

49.  A. in     B. since      C. for               D. during 

50.  A. got      B. came      C. returned    D. arrived 

Đáp án đề số 1: 

1. C       2. B          3. C    4. D      5. B          6.C        7. C        8. D        9. C   10. A  

11. C     12. C      13. B     14.D    15. A       16. C       17. A      18. D    19. D    20. C  

21. C       22. C      23. B       24. A    25. A       26. C    27. D      28. A    29.C      30. B  

31. C     32. A      33. D      34.C      35.B       36.B      37.C     38.B       39.B      40.C  

41.A     42.A        43.A       44.C        45.B      46.B      47.B       48.B      49.C    50.C 
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Đề thi  số 2: 

I- Choose the best answer: 

1. Are you looking for my sister? - She isn't at home now. She _____ to the library. 

A. went    B. goes  C. has gone  D. is going 

2. While I was swimming yesterday afternoon, someone else _____ my clothes. 

A. stealed B. was stealing  C. was stolen  D. stole 

3. She said she met you once at the Hilton last year _____ since 

A. have you met her B. had you met  C. did you meet       D. have you met 

4. I can't remember the name of the man _____ I gave  the money. 

A. who  B whom  C. whose  D. which 

5. Here is the address to _____ you should write. 

A. which  B. whose  C. whom  D. who 

6. We had a river _____ we could swim. 

A. in which  B. on which  C. to which  D. at which 

7. I won't be able to very much but I'll do the best _____ I can. 

A. that  B. who  C. what  D. when 

8. It is in this house _____ he was born 

A. that  B. where  C. which  D. what 

9. Who _____ the bicycle? 

A. invents  B. was invented  C. invented            D. did invented 

10. Do you still have a headache? - No, it _____ I am all right now. 

A. went  B. has gone  C. goes  D. is going 
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11. I like your car. How long _____ it? 

 A. have you had         B. did you have         C. you have had         D. do you have 

12. I bought a new jacket last week but I _____ it yet. 

A. didn't wear       B. not weared     C. haven't wear        D. haven't worn 

13. This is the man _____ my brother is going to marry. 

A. whose          B. who            C. which         D. whose daughter 

14. Thank you for _____ me about the meeting this afternoon. 

A. remind       B. to remind         C. reminding           D. remembering  

15. He couldn't go far because he was afraid of _____ 

A. to fly  B. flying  C. be flying  D. fly 

16. I can't help _____ at her mistake. 

A. laugh  B. laughing  C. laughed  D. to laugh 

17. He couldn't stand _____ for her so long. 

A. to wait  B. waiting C. wait  D. waited 

18. It's not worth _____ a tax home. 

A. taking  B. to take  C. take  D. took 

19. Are you interested in _____ football. 

A. play  B. to play  C. playing  D. played 

20. There are many _____ in this city. 

A. pool swimming B. swimming pool C. swimming       D. swimming pools 

21. "Don't _____ in class" said the teacher. 

A. speak  B. talk  C. tell  D. say 
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22. A lot of trees _____ in the garden at the moment. 

A. is grown            B. is being grown           C. are grown     D. are being grown 

23. The letter _____ by her for 20 minutes. 

A. was written  B. has been wrote  C. has written     D. has been written 

24. This church _____ in 15th century. 

A. built      B. has been built  C. was being built  D. was built 

25. A road to school _____ next month. 

A. is going to widen                    B. is going to be widened  

C. is going to widened                       D. is widened 

26. An intelligent life _____ on other planets. 

A. is likely to be discovered  B. is unlikely to be discovered  

C. likely to be discovered D. unlikely to be discovered 

27. Who _____? 

A. was this book written  B. wrote this book by  

C. was this book written by  D. this book was written by 

28. If it _____ fine tomorrow, we'll go shopping. 

A. was  B. were  C. will be  D. is 

29. If it stops _____, we'll go camping. 

A. rain  B. to rain  C. raining  D. rained 

30. If I _____ you, I would forget to buy that house. 

A. was  B. were  C. am  D will be 

31. A person who studies philosophy is a _____. 
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A. physician  B. philosopher   C. physicist  D. physical 

32. The visitors found the story very _____. 

A. amuse  B. amused  C. amuses  D. amusing 

33. The little village is very quiet and _____ 

A. peace  B. peacefully  C. peaceful  D. peaceless 

34. Julia sings _____  than Susan does. 

A. more beautiful  B. beautifullier   C. more beautiful D. more 

beautifully 

35. He is today _____  than yesterday. 

A. happier  B. more happy  C. more happier  D. happily 

36. Do not give up because of _____. 

A. fail  B. to failing  C. failure  D. to fail 

37. Paster, whose _____ of a cure for a rabies made him _____  was a French scientist. 

A. discover/ famous            B. discovery/ fame   

C. discovery/famous              D. discovered/ famous 

38. In the world today there are more than 350 __ people speaking English as their first or 

native language. 

A. millions  B. thousand  C. billion  D. million 

39. I am out of work. I get _____ every week but isn't much. 

A. benefit unemployment  B. employment benefit  

C. unemployment benefit D. benefit unemployed 

40. I'm really ____ looking through the "Situations Vacant" column because there are 50 

applicants for every job. 
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A. fond of  B. bored  C. fed up  D. tired of 

II. Read the following passage and choose A, B, C, or D to fill in the gaps: 

There are many ways of spending free time (41) Australia. Some people are (42) of riding 

in Snowy Mountain or riding a surfboard in Queensland. Others loves love watching 

kangaroos and koalas (43) wild forests. My sister says she only enjoys (44) Sydney from 

the skywalk. But I myself like (45) to the Sydney Opera House (46) the great opera 

singers of the world (47). If you are  (48) with listening to the opera singing, (49) will 

always be at least two (50) three other shows to suit your taste. 

41.  A. in  B. at  C. of  D. for  

42.  A. tired  B. interested  C. surprised  D. fond 

43.  A. at  B. in  C. to  D. of  

44.  A. watch  B. looking  C. watching  D. to watch 

45.  A. to go  B. went  C. going D. go 

46.  A. which  B. that  C. where  D. at where 

47.  A. be  B. can  C. can be  D. was 

48.  A. bored  B. fed  C. tired  D. interested 

49.  A. it  B. that  C. there  D. this  

50.  A. and  B. or   C. with  D. to 

Đáp án đề số 2: 

1.C         2. D       3. A      4. B       5. A      6. A      7. D       8. A        9. C        10. B  

11. A     12. D     13. B     14. C     15. B    16. B     17. B     18. A      19. C      20. D  

21.B      22. D     23.D     24.D      25.B      26. B     27. C      28. D      29. C    30.B  

31.B     32.D       33.C     34. C     35.A      36.C      37.C       38. D      39.C     40.D  
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41.A     42.D       43.A     44.C     45.C       46.C      47. 48.A     49.C     50.B 

Đề thi số 3: 

I- Choose the best answer: 

1. I can't reach the phone because I _____ a bath. 

A. am having       B. have  C. was having   D. be having  

2. Don't turn off the light. I _____ a report now. 

A. read  B. is reading  C. am reading  D. be reading 

3. He _____ his house at seven a.m each day. 

A. left  B. leaves  C. leave  D. is leaving 

4. When she _____, I was reading upstairs. 

A. was coming  B. is coming      C. came D. comes 

5. My mother is cooking now. She always _____ dinner for my family. 

A. cooks  B. cooked C. cooking  D. is cooking 

6. I _____ in England for a few weeks now. 

A. has been staying B. am staying C. have been staying D. stay 

7. It _____ hard all day last Sunday. 

A. rained        B. was raining         C. has rained      D. has been raining 

8. If he knew the facts, he _____ us what to do.  

A. told             B. will tell         C. would tell       D. tells 

9. Let's hurry up! We must finish _____ the wall before ten o'clock this morning. 

A. to paint      B. painting  C. paint  D. painted 

10. If you _____ work hard, you'll fail the exam. 
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A. not work     B. don't work  C. won't work   D. work 

11. I must say that my great passion in my life is _____. 

A. studied       B. to studying C. studying  D. studies 

12. He'd rather _____ books _____ watch TV. 

A. read/ than  B. read/ to               C. reading/ to             D. reading/ than 

13. Would you mind _____ me to take these chairs away. 

A. help  B. to help  C. helped   D. helping 

14. Mr. Kent has been out of _____ for a year. 

A. a work  B. the work  C. work D. works 

15. I am sorry I can't help you now. I'm busy _____ my lesson. 

A. to   B. X   C. with D. for  

16. She is very _____ up with doing the same thing everyday. 

A. bored B. tied C. hate  D. fed 

17. she doesn't enjoy looking _____ the children. 

A. for  B. in  C. after  D. at 

18. The long walk is tiring. We are very_____of the long walk 

A. bored B. fed  C. tired  D. hated 

19. His friends are surprised _____ his success. 

A. in  B. with  C. at  D. for 

20. He was born _____ 2nd May 1987. 

A. in  B. on  C. at  D. since 

21. She has been teaching _____ school for ten years. 
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A. at  B. in C. on D. with 

22. My father has been working in a bank _____ we moved here. 

A. for  B. during  C. since D. in 

23. I stopped in Maid Stone _____ my sister owns a shop. 

A. which  B. who C. where  D. that 

24. Several guests _____ cars were parked outside were questioned by the police. 

A. who B. which C. that D. whose 

25. Picaso, _____ works inspired many artists, lived until he was a ripe old age. 

A. who B. that C. whose D. which 

26. He _____ to stop drinking by the doctor. 

A. was advised  B. advised         C. is advised             D. be advised 

27. A lot of new machines _____ by the farm. 

A. was bought          B. has been bought          C. have been bought      D. have bought 

28. The price of wheat exports _____ by the government. 

A. is increasing                   B. are increased  

C. will be increased                      D. have been increased 

29. We _____ by her because she doesn't feel well. 

A. can't help                B. can't be helping         C. can't are helped     D. can't be helped 

30. His success is  _____. 

A. surprise B. surprised               C. surprising     D. surprisingly 

31. We should _____ this road for better use.  

A. wide  B. to widen  C. width D. widen 
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32. He finally _____ in finding a new job. 

A. success  B. succeeded       C. successful       D. successive 

33. There is a _____ between the North and the South. 

A. different     B. differ       C. differently     D. difference 

34. The North can be characterized as _____, cooler, hillier. 

A. more industry  B. industrial         C. more industrial          D. more industrially 

35. People in the North say they work much _____ and speak more directly and honestly. 

A. more hard     B. more hardly    C. more harder     D. harder 

36. This park is very _____ to visitors. 

A. attract  B. attraction  C. attractive  D. attracted 

37. Here, in fine weather, can be seen hundreds of _____ people who have escaped for 

while from the noise and bustle of the town. 

A. luck  B. unlucky  C. lucky  D. luckily 

38. In the world today, there are 5000 to 6000 living languages, of which English is by 

far the ___ used. 

A. widely B. most widely  C. most wide  D. widest 

39. He went to work as a driver on the Italian front where he was _____ wounded. 

A. bad  B. badly  C. worse  D. badder 

40. I liked the T- shirt  _____ he was wearing. 

A. what  B. which  C. who D. whose 

II. Read the following passage and choose A, B, C, or D to fill in the gaps: 

No writer in American literature is (41) or more loved than Samuel Longhorn Clements. 

(42) in Missouri in 1835, he grew (43) on the bank of the Mississippi river and later 
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adopted the (44) Mark Twain. The (45) environment inspired the two novels (46) made 

him famous.: "Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn" ":Life on  the Mississippi", told of his 

adventures on the river (47) of that period. 

Mark Twain's life as a writer started during the Civil War. At that time he (48) as a 

newspaper man in Nevada and California. (49) short story "The celebrated  Jumping Frog 

of Calaveras County" was an immediate (50) and his new career began. 

41.  A. more fame   B. famous C. more famous     D. fame 

42.  A. was born B. born C. is born  D. be born 

43.  A. up  B. of  C. to  D. with 

44.  A. pen name  B. surname          C. name D. real name 

45.  A. village  B. city  C. river D. town 

46.  A. where B. who C. whose  D. which 

47.  A. ships  B. trains C.  boats D. planes 

48.  A. works         B. worked            C. is working           D .was working 

49.  A. one's  B. their  C. his  D.  our 

50.  A. success  B. successful        C. succeed           D. succeeding 

Đáp án đề số 3: 

1.C      2. C     3. B        4. C     5. A       6.C     7. D      8.C      9.B       10.B  

11.C    12.A     13.D     14.C     15.C      16.D    17.C    18.C     19.C     20. B  

21. A   22.C      23.C     24.D     25. C    26. A   27.C    28.C     29.D     30.C  

31.D    32.B     33.D      34. C     35.D    36. C   37.C    38.B     39. B     40.B  

41. C   42. B     43. A    44.A      45.C     46.D   47.C     48.D     49.C     50.A 
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Đề thi số 4: 

I-- Choose the best answer: 

1. Every year thousands of people _____ in their homes. 

A. kill  B. is killed C. will be killed  D. are killed 

2. Coming into the room, he saw Mary where he _____ her. 

A. leaves  B. left  C. was leaving  D. had left 

3. I have searched everywhere for the pen I _____ yesterday. 

A. loosed  B. lost  C. lose  D. losed 

4. While I was walking to school, I _____ an accident. 

A. was seeing  B. see  C. seen  D. saw 

5. David ... the TV set at the moment. 

A. was repairing       B has repaired         C. is repairing    D. has been repairing  

6. He _____ his homework for 2 hours. 

A. have did  B. has do  C. has done  D. did 

7. He  _____ for London  two years ago and I _____ him since. 

A. leaved/ haven't seen            B. left/ didn't see   

C. leave/ haven't seen            D. left/ haven't seen 

8. When the teacher came in, we stopped _____. 

A. to talk  B. at talking  C. talking  D. talk 

9. How long ago _____? 

A. has this house built              B. was this house built  

C. this house built                       D. this house was built 
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10. I want you _____ me alone. 

A. leave  B. leaving  C. left  D. to leave 

11. People in New Zealand speak _____. 

A. French  B. Spanish  C. England            D. English 

12. He is trying to give up _____. 

A. smoking  B. smoke  C. smokes  D. smoked 

13. We are tired of _____ for the weather to clear. 

A. wait B. waiting  C. to wait  D. to waiting 

14. My father is fond of _____. 

A. finishing  B. fished  C. fishes D. to fish 

15. My brother hates  _____ early. 

A. to get up  B. getting  C. to get  D. getting up  

16. She'd love _____ to the party with me. 

A. going  B. to going  C. goes   D. to go 

17. It is likely that life _____better in the future. 

A. to be  B. is  C. will be    D. must 

18. I'd rather _____to the cinema tonight. 

A. don't go  B. not to go  C. not going  D. not go 

19. Are you ready _____ the exam? 

A. for  B. on  C. to  D. with 

20. Elephants in this zoo _____ twice a day. 

A. are feed  B. are feeding  C. are fed  D. is fed 
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21. That church _____by a fire in 1950. 

A. destroyed        B. was destroyed  

C. was destroying               D. has been destroyed 

22. He _____ since we left school. 

A. wasn't seen B. didn't see       C. hasn't been seen    D. haven't been seen 

23. A new school _____ in the city at  present. 

A. is built  B. is building  C. is being built  D. be built 

24. My TV _____ has broken down twice. 

A. I bought last month  B. that I bought last month 

C. which I bought it last month D. which I bought last month 

25. My father bought a motorbike _____ costs two thousand dollars. 

A. which  B. of which  C. who  D. whose 

26. Ann _____ children learn very well, is our math teacher. 

A. who  B. whose  C. which  D. that 

27. This is the shop _____ I often buy my books. 

A. which  B. that  C. where  D. when 

28. Dalat, _____every visitor would like to spend their holiday, is a famous resort. 

A. where   B. which  C. that  D. whose 

29. The story is very _____. 

A. interest  B. interesting  C. interested  D. interests 

30. Children will need _____ education 

A. well  B. better C. kind  D. quickly 
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31. He used to drive _____ than he does now. 

A. careful  B. more careful C more carefully  D. carefully 

32. Isaac Newton, ___ theory of gravitation is well-known throughout the world, is a great 

English scientist. 

A. who  B. which  C. that  D. whose 

33. A man whose _____ is in physics is a physicist. 

A. interest  B. interesting  C. interested  D. fame 

34. A man will be different _____ he is today. 

A. to   B. in  C. from  D. as 

35. English is by far the most widely _____. 

A. using  B. used       C. to use           D. use 

36. James Watt, whose___of the steam engine made him famous, was a Scottish scientist. 

A. invent  B. inventor  C. invention  D. inventing 

37. Ann speaks good English  but Nam speaks it _____. 

A. well  B. good  C. better  D. worse 

38. Mary opened her book _____. 

A. care  B. careful  C. carefully  D. careless 

39. Would you like to go _____ with us this afternoon? 

A. to swim  B. swimming           C. a swim          D. to swimming 

40. I always wanted to be a great _____. 

A. science  B. scientific  C. scientist  D. invention 

II- Read the following passage and choose A, B, C,  or D to fill in the gaps: 
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Bangkok, the (41) of Thailand, is a city of contrasts. It is an exciting, crowded, modern 

(42), and at the same time, a city that is full of history. The (43) of Bangkok are usually 

noisy and crowded (44) people. Some are (45) food, others are selling clothing, cassette 

tapes, flowers, or souvenirs. Visitors (46) the rice markets, the (47) temples and 

architecture, and the night life. They (48) enjoy the food, the shopping and the (49) Thai 

people. Everyone seems to smile (50). 

41. A. capital  B. city  C. country D. town 

42.  A. country  B. town  C. city                  D. village 

43.  A. roads B. paths  C. ways                D. streets 

44.  A. for  B. at C. with  D. about 

45.  A. sell  B. sold  C. being sold         D. selling 

46.  A. love  B. to love  C. loved                 D. are loving 

47.  A. beautifully     B. beauty           C. beautify             D. beautiful 

48.  A. already  B. also  C. not  D. yet 

49.  A. friendly  B. friend  C. beauty             D. beautifully 

50.  A. where  B. there   C. when  D. which 

Đáp án đề số 4: 

1.D    2.D       3.B      4. D      5.C      6.C       7. D     8. C     9.B     10.D  

11.D  12.A    13.B     14.A     15.D     16.D    17.C    18.D   19.A    20.C  

21.B   22.C    23.C     24.D    25.A     26. B    27.C    28. A   29.B   30. B  

31.C   32. D   33.A     34. C   35. B    36.C     37.C    38.C    39.B   40.C  

41.A   42.C    43. D     44.C   45.D    46. A    47.D    48.B    49.A    50A 
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Đề thi số 5: 

I-Choose the best answer: 

1. Mary lives in a small apartment _____ the ground floor. 

A. under  B. by  C. in  D. on 

2. My sister can _____ six languages fluently. 

A. speak  B. tell  C. say  D. talk 

3. I'm so _____, mum! Can I have something to drink? 

A. thirty  B. hungry  C. thirsty  D. angry 

4. _____ Tom's sister’s birthday, John? 

A. When's  B. How does  C. what's  D. Where's 

5. He lives _____ the sea. 

A. on  B. at  C. in  D. near 

6. He doesn't have _____ experience of working in an office. 

A. much  B. some  C. an  D. the 

7. Do you mind _____ the cooking? 

A. doing   B. to do          C. for cooking          D. to cooking 

8. They gave _____ looking for her when it grew dark. 

A. out  B. up  C. in  D. away 

9. She is one of those who _____ money. 

A. enjoys to spend       B. enjoy spending       C. enjoy to spend      D. enjoys spending 

10. I spent half a year _____this boat. 

A. to build  B. built        C. building           D. with building 
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11. I have never had any liking for cake, _____? 

A. have I  B. haven't I C. did I  D. didn't I 

12. David's house is _____ to the river. 

A. near  B. next  C. between  D. in front 

13. There is a movie _____ the football match. 

A. after  B. behind C. at   D. on 

14. _____ paper is decorated paper that is used to cover presents. 

A. Wrap  B. Wraps   C. Wrapped  D. Wrapping 

15. Henry is excited _____ leaving _____ India. 

A. in/ at  B. about/ at  C. about/ to  D. about/ for 

16. The museum is the _____ away of the two buildings. 

A. far  B. farther   C. further  D. farthest 

17. The film at the Center Theatre is a _____ one. 

A. to bore  B. boredom  C. boring  D. bored 

18. Jack loves his parents' house _____ he was born. 

A. which  B. who  C. whose  D. in which 

19. I'm afraid I'm not very good _____ looking after animals. 

A. for  B. in  C. at  D. about 

20. I'm worried  _____ taking my oral exam. 

A. about  B. that  C. of  D. to 

21. The English language _____ in all over the world. 

A. speaks  B. was spoken   C. is spoken          D. has been spoken 
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22. Last night when I _____ my homework, the light _____ out. 

A. did/ went      B. doing/went         C. did/ was going      D. was doing/ went         

23. If I _____ a bird, I _____ in a cage. 

A. was/ won't live       B. am/ won't live       C. were/ shan't live      D. were/ wouldn't live 

24. I can't go because I _____ my work yet. 

A. don't finish  B. am not finish       C. haven't finished       D. haven't finish 

25. Why don't you _____ extra lessons in the evening? 

A. take  B. takes  C. to take  D. take to 

26. Do you like pop music? _____. 

A. I would  B. Yes, a lot  C. No, I like it    D. Yes, we are 

27. The dog with white paws _____ to Joan. She loves it very much. 

A. belong  B. is belonging  C. belongs  D. belonging 

28. Almost everyday we go for a walk _____ after lunch. 

A. along the sea   B. along the shore C. in the beach       D. in the sand 

29. The Harrisons are travelling to Paris _____plane. 

A. by  B. on  C. through  D. in 

30. _____do you and your brother often go to school? - We cycle. 

A. How  B. How far  C. How long  D. How by 

31. Mr Kent's flat is _____ the third floor of the building. 

A. at  B. on  C. in  D. under 

32. Where is Paula?  - She _____. 

A. is in her room studying                                         B. studies in her room    
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C. in her room is studying  D. was in her room studying 

33. He's lazy. He never does _____ work. 

A. some  B. any  C. no  D. a 

34. It was a boring weekend. I _____ anything. 

A. didn't  B. don't do  C. didn't do  D. doesn't do 

35. Would you like to come _____ my car? 

A. in  B. by  C. on  D. with 

36. Using only a pen with blue ink, Sue _____ a beautiful picture of a bird. 

A. drews  B. drawed  C. drew  D. drawn 

37. She gives her children everything _______ they want. 

A. where  B. who  C. what  D. X 

38. _____? - It's about three miles from the house to the supermarket. 

A. How  B. How often  C. How far   D. How long 

39. Tell me _____ there is anything special that you would like to do. 

A. that  B. which  C. so D. if 

40. I have an _____ to a party tonight. 

A. invite B. invitations  C. invitation D. invited 

 II- Read the following passage and choose A, B, C,  or D to fill in the gaps: 

Earnest Hemingway was born in Oak park, a small town (41) the state of Illinois. As a boy 

he was often taken on frequently hunting and fishing trips (42) his father to Michigan, the 

locale of many his stories, and (43) he soon got acquainted with the life of the Indians and 

such virtues as courage and endurance, (44) were later revealed in his fiction. After school 

Hemingway (45) as a newspaper reporter and then joined a volunteer ambulance unit (46) 
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in World War I. After the war he came home (47) a hero. He lived for several years in Paris 

after that. He joined a group of expatriated American writers who considered (48) a lost 

generation. In Paris he published "Three Stories and Ten Poems" (1923) and "In Our Time" 

(1924) (49) his own experiences of life are revealed, and which brought him (50) 

immediately. 

41.  A. at  B. in  C. on                D. behind 

42.  A. with B. for C. by                  D. to  

43.  A. where  B. which  C. that                D. when 

44.  A. that B. which  C. who               D. it  

45.  A. works  B. was working C. has worked    D. worked 

46.  A. taking part B. take part  C. to take part    D. took part 

47.  A. an B. like C. as                   D. the  

48.  A .they  B. them  C. their                      D. themselves  

49.  A. in which  B. in that  C. where D. at which 

50.  A. famous  B. fame  C. famed  D. famously 

Đáp án đề số 5: 

1. D        2. C      3. C     4. A       5. D       6. A     7, A     8. B        9. D    1O. C  

11. A      12. B   13. A    14. D    15. D    16. B    17. C     18. D    19. C    20. A  

21. C      22. C    23. D    24. C    25. A     26. B   27. C     28. B    29. A     30. A  

31. B     32. A     33. B    34. C    35. A    36. C    37. D    38. C      39. D    40. C  

41. B    42. A      43. A    44. B    45. D    46. C    47. C     48. D    49. A     50. B 

 

Đề thi số 6: 
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I Choose the best answer: 

1. Many wild animals are now in danger of _____. 

A. death   B. disease C. survival  D. extinction 

2. If doctors could discover the ____for cancer, they could save millions of people's lives. 

A. success  B. reason  C. remedy  D. effect 

3. One of the worst _____ that mankind has ever had is cancer. 

A. situation  B. diseases  C. conditions  D. accidents 

4. We would _____ lung cancer if people give up smoking. 

A. finish  B. get rid of  C. kill  D. cancel 

5. Mark went to the party _____ he wasn't invited. 

A. because  B. in spite of  C. however  D. although 

6.  This shirt is _____ small for me to wear. 

A. so  B. very  C. too  D. most 

7. Thousands of people _____ being employed in the textile industry. 

A. have  B. are  C. has  D. is 

8. If she _____ so conceited, we'd like her more. 

A. weren't  B. isn't  C. hasn't been  D. wouldn't 

be 

9. I received a lot of presents _____ my eighteenth birthday. 

A in  B. on  C. at  D. during 

10. Nam feels _____ because he did very badly on his last test. 

A. happy  B. happily C. unhappy  D. unhappily 
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11. I like listening to the music programme _____ the radio. 

A. above  B. in  C. through  D. on 

12. She's scared of living _____ her own in a big city. 

A. by   B. on  C. for  D. in 

13. There are more than 6000 living languages, _____ which English is the most widely 

used. 

A. of  B. for  C. about  D. on 

14. English is regarded as an effective _____ of international communication. 

A. method  B. solution  C. result  D. medium 

15. It is said that _____ is better than cure. 

A. health  B. remedy  C. prevention  D. surgery 

16. You can use my telephone _____ you pay for the calls you make. 

A. as long as  B. although  C. however  D. whereas 

17. I liked the book very much _____ I didn't have enough money to buy it. 

A. because  B. while  C. but  D. unless 

18. Life in the city is much more _____ than that in the country. 

A. expense  B. expenses C. expensive  D. expand 

19. We were planning to have a picnic but _____, it was raining heavily. 

A. fortune  B. fortunately       C. fortunate         D. unfortunately 

20. The _____ is the place where a particular species of animals is normally found. 

A. habitat  B. surrounding  C. region  D. area 

21. The _____ of this city has increased rapidly in the recent years. 
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A. number  B. population  C. crowd  D. total 

22. The girl _____ photo was in the paper today lives in our street. 

A. who  B. whom  C. which  D. whose 

23. Have you got a _____ carpet than this? 

A. cheaper  B. cheap         C. cheapest     D. the cheapest  

24. When I _____ my new house, I _____ for a telephone. 

A. was buying/ asked             B. were buying/ were asking  

C. bought/ asked            D. bought/ was asking 

25. She _____ to go on a diet. 

A. advised  B. advises          C. advising          D. was advised 

26. Alice started playing tennis _____. 

A. for 2 years  B. since 2 years  C. 2 years ago      D. in 2 years 

27. What would happen to our lives if the forest did not _____. 

A. destroy  B. exist  C. take place          D. occur 

28. Many species of rare animals have already become _____. 

A. disappeared  B. dangerous      C. extinct  D. decayed 

29. She will be disappointed _____ she gets the jobs. 

A. but  B. unless         C. because  D. if 

30. We don't like that film. It is very_____. 

A. bore  B. bored  C. boring  D. boredom 

31. He is starting _____ French. 

A. to learn  B. learning C. learns  D. learnt 
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32. Jack doesn't mind _____ at night. 

A work  B. works     C. working   D. to work 

33. There are fifty _____ for this job. 

A. applicants  B. apply  C. applications  D. applying 

34. My sister is _____ at cooking than I am. 

A. good  B. well   C. better  D. badly 

35. My mother is _____ doing her housework now. 

A. busy  B. busy with  C. busy in  D. busy to 

36. Roma used to be a _____ businessman. 

A. successive       B. success            C. successful        D. success 

37. Her uncle is a _____ on that ship. 

A. sail   B. sailor   C. sale  D. sailer 

38. The dog, _____ had been very quiet, suddenly started barking. 

A. who  B. whose  C. which D. it 

39. You must give _____ smoking if you don't want to get lung cancer. 

A. in  B. on  C. by  D. up 

40. We've made great _____ in economy in the past few years. 

A. result  B. effect C. business  D. progress 

II- Read the following passage and choose A, B, C,  or D to fill in the gaps: 

William Shakespeare was the (41) writer in the English language. He was born in 1564 in 

Stratford- upon- Avon. (42) the age of eighteen he married Anne Hathaway, (43) was 

eight years (44)  than himself. A few years later he moved to London, (45) he worked as 

a actor and a playwright. Shakespeare (46) thirty seven plays and 154 sonnets (a kind of 
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poem). His most famous  plays are the four great tragedies - Othelo, Macbeth, Hamlet, 

and King Lear. Shakespeare died in Stratford (47) 23 April 1616, but his plays are still 

very popular today. They have been translated into different languages, and many of 

them have been (48) into films, both in English and other languages. Shakespeare's plays 

are about the great issues of life - love, hatred, jealousy, power, ambition, (49) and so on. 

So, his plays are just relevant today as they were in the sixteenth (50). 

41.  A. great  B. greater   C. greatest              D. greatly 

42.  A. at  B. in  C. on  D. by  

43.  A. whom  B. who  C. whose  D. which 

44. A. old  B. elder  C. eldest  D. older 

45.  A. which  B. where  C. when  D. place 

46.  A. write  B. writes  C. written  D. wrote 

47.  A. in  B. on  C. at   D. by 

48.  A. did  B. done  C. made  D. make 

49.  A. death  B. died  C. die  D. to died 

50.  A. days  B. months   C. years  D. century 

Đáp án đề số 6: 

1. D     2. C       3. B     4. B         5.D       6. C       7. B      8. A      9. B    10.C  

11.D    12.B     13. A    14. D     15. C     16. A     17. C     18. C   19. D      20. A  

21. B    22.D     23. A    24. C     25, D     26. C     27. B     28. C    29. B    30. C  

31. A    32. C     33. A    34. C    35. A     36. C     37. B    38. C    39. D     40. D 

41. C    42. A     43. B    44. D    45. B     46. D     47. B     48. C    49. A     50. D 
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Đề thi số 7: 

I Choose the best answer: 

1. That question was _____ for a child to answer. 

A. such difficult  B. so difficult         C. much difficult      D. too difficult 

2. I _____ any difficult so far. 

A. don't have  B. aren't having      C. haven't had        D. didn't have 

3. More than half of the world's periodicals are printed _____ English. 

A. in  B. by  C. of               D. with 

4. How _____ sugar _____ there in the jar? 

A. much/ are  B. much/ is         C. many/ are          D. many/ have 

5. Your brother isn't _____ to join the police force. 

A. enough tall  B. too tall  C. so tall       D. tall enough 

6. We are _____ of applying for job after having so many refusals. 

A. frightening  B. bored  C. frightened    D. boring 

7. I don't think this company can afford _____ any new staff this year. 

A. to employ  B. to employing        C. be employing      D. to have employed 

8. I don't know why she avoids telling us the _____ about what happened. 

A. true  B. truth  C. truly  D. trust 

9. This is the best film I've _____ seen. 

A. already  B. ever  C. never  D. just 

10. He passed the examination _____ he hadn't been studying seriously. 

A. because  B. however  C. unless  D. although 
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11. Each of the students _____ made to answer several questions. 

A. was  B. are  C. were  D. have 

12. We learn foreign languages _____ know more about other peoples and countries. 

A. so that  B. in order to  C. just as  D. for we 

13. Vung Tau has a long beach, which is very good _____ swimming. 

A. in  B. for  C. at  D. with 

14. I planned to have a swim this morning but the weather is so ____. 

A. disappointed  B. bored              C. uninterested        D. disappointing 

15. She doesn't look _____ as she really is. 

A. older  B. much old  C. so older  D. as old 

16. You should tell your son _____ football in the street. It's very dangerous. 

A. not playing  B. don't play       C. mustn't play          D. not to play 

17. It's an hour since he _____, so he must be at the office now. 

A. left  B. had left  C. was leaving  D. leaves 

18. _____ is the force of the earth to attract everything to it's center. 

A. Pollution  B. Earthquake  C. Atmosphere   D. Gravity 

19. Mr. Ba _____ from his work two years ago. Now he lives on his pension. 

A. stopped  B. retired  C. gave up  D. finished 

20. What _____ the weather like during your holidays there? 

A. does  B. did  C. was  D. are 

21. Who'll look _____ the dogs while we are away holiday? 

A. for  B. after  C. forward to  D. out 
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22. He usually spends hours on the river without _____ anything. 

A. to catch  B. catch  C. caught  D. catching 

23. This exercise is _____ than the one we did yesterday. 

A. easy  B. more easy  C. easily  D. easier 

24. You'll surely have an accident if you don't stop driving so_____. 

A. danger  B. dangerously  C. dangerous  D. to 

endanger 

25. People in Spain speak _____. 

A. Spain  B. Spainese  C. Spainish  D. Spanish 

26. My brother Tam, _____ graduated from the University of Foreign Languages, now 

works for an import-export company. 

A. who  B. whose   C. whom   D. which 

27. _____ is one of my favorite activities. 

A. cook  B. cooker  C. cooking  D. cooks 

28. One of the _____ diseases that mankind has ever had is AIDS. 

A. bad  B. baddest  C. badder  D. worst 

29. You won't get good marks if you write your answers _____. 

A. care  B. carefully  C. carelessly  D. careless 

30. Doctors have tried to stop people from ... but they haven't been very ... 

A.smoke/success      B.smoker/succeed 

C.smoking/success             D. smoking/ successful 

31. Marie Curie was a great _____, who won the Nobel Prize two times. 
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A. science  B. scientist   C. scientific  D. scientists 

32. The advertisement says people must write their ....... in English. 

A. applications  B. application  C. apply  D. applicant 

33. Students normally visit their old teacher's houses _____ Teachers' Day. 

A. in  B. on  C. at  D. into 

34. _____ you pay more attention to your work, you'll probably get poor marks in the 

final exam. 

A. If  B. Unless    C. Because  D. However 

35. She has a lot of _____ in teaching young children. 

A. opportunity  B. experience           C. intelligence        D. identification 

36. It is a very famous play, so you should _____ your seat well in advance. 

A. telephone  B. manage  C. purchase  D. book 

37. My parents usually let me _____ what I think I should. 

A. do  B. doing  C. to do  D. can do 

38. She really can't get used _____ told what to do. 

A. to be  B. to being     C. for being       D. to have been 

39. St. James's Park has a beautiful lake on _____ live a great variety of wild ducks. 

A. it  B. that  C. which  D. where 

40. If any body _____ question, please ask me after class. 

A. has            B. have  C. have the  D. has a 

II- Read the following passage and choose A, B, C,  or D to fill in the gaps: 
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John Lennon, (41)  member of the Beatles, (42) murdered just before 11 p.m (43) the 8th 

December 1980, outside his home in New York City. He had just got out of a car, and 

was walking to the entrance (44) a voice called "Mr Lennon". Lennon turned and (45) 

five times. The killer threw his gun down, and stood there smiling. 

Lennon was (46) to hospital in a police patrol car, but it was (47) late. The killer was 25-

year-old Mark Chapman from Hawaii. Earlier the same evening he had asked Lennon for 

his autograph. (48) fact, he had been hanging around outside the apartment building for 

several days. Chapman was a (49) of the Beatles and Lennon, and had tried to imitated 

him in many ways. It is (50) that he even believed he was John Lennon. 

41.  A. a  B. one  C. the  D. an 

42.  A. was  B. were  C. are  D. is 

43.  A. on  B. in  C. at   D. into 

44.  A. while   B. after  C. before  D. when 

45.  A. shoot  B. were shot   C. is shot  D. was shot 

46.  A. ran  B. run  C. rushed  D. rush 

47.  A. much  B. more  C. and  D. too 

48.  A. In  B. At  C. for  D. About 

49.  A. man  B. woman  C. fan  D. boy 

50.  A. said  B. talked  C. spoke  D. told 

Đáp án số 7: 

1. D       2. C      3. A    4. B       5. D       6. C    7. A       8. B      9. B      10. A  

11. A     12. B    13. B   14. D    15. D    16. D    17. A    18. D    19. B      20. C  

21. B    22. D     23. D    24. B    25. D    26. A    27. C   28. D     29. C     30. D  

31. B    32. A     33. B    34. B     35. B    36. D    37. A    38. B     39. C   40. D 
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41. B    42. A     43. A    44. D     45. D    46. C    47. D    48. A     49. C    50. A 

Đề thi số 8: 

I- Choose the best answer: 

1. Do you like jazz? You should go to the jazz festival _____ you like that kind of music. 

A. unless  B. if  C. while   D. or 

2. I think he will join us, _____? 

A. doesn't he  B. don't I  C. won't he  D. will he 

3. The flood was responsible _____ the crop. 

A. for damaging  B. to damage  C. damaging     D. about damaging 

4. People _____ outlook on life is optimistic are usually happy people. 

A. who  B. whom  C. that  D. whose 

5. Some people are _____ interested in animals than other people. 

A. further  B. far more  C. much  D. most 

6. This time tomorrow _____ by swimming pool. 

A. I'm relaxing     B. I'll be relaxing C. relax       D. I'm relaxed 

7. The bus driver was so tired _____ the same route that he asked for a transfer. 

A. to drive  B. of driving  C. with driving   D. driving 

8. The police must try to catch those men _____ drive dangerously. 

A. they  B. which they  C. who they  D. who 

9. You _____ better be careful not to miss the train! 

A. would  B. should  C. did  D. had 

10. What would happen to our life if the forest did not _____.? 
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A. destroy  B. exist  C. take place  D. occur 

11. She will be disappointed _____ she gets the job. 

A. but  B. unless  C. because  D. if 

12. The dog _____ had been very quiet, suddenly started barking. 

A. who  B. that  C. whom D. it 

13. Why don't you apply _____ the job advertised in the paper today? 

A. with  B. of  C. for  D in 

14. We're made great _____ in economy in the past few years. 

A. result  B. effect  C. business   D. progress 

15. He types _____ than you do. 

A. more fast  B. much faster        C. most fast        D. more faster 

16. Home computers are more _____ used in Vietnamese families now than they were a 

few years ago. 

A. to widen  B. wide  C. widely  D. wider 

17. She has to look after the children all day because they haven’t got used to _____ after 

themselves. 

A. look  B. to look  C. looked  D. looking 

18. We waited _____ at the bus stop for an hour but the bus didn't come. 

A. patient  B. patiently          C. impatient            D. impatiently 

19. English is an _____ medium of international communication. 

A. effective  B. effectively  C. effect  D. effection 

20. Drinking much wine is _____ to your  health. 
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A. harm  B. harmful           C. harmless       D. harmlessly 

21. My brother doesn't have a job. He's _____. 

A. lonely  B. sick      C. unused          D. unemployed 

22. He was absent from school _____ his illness. 

A. because  B. because of  C. as  D. for 

23. Where have you been? I've been trying _____ you for nearly an hour. 

A. phone  B. to phone            C. phoning      D. for phoning 

24. Is that the woman _____ is going with Alice? 

A. the son of whom      B. whose son       C. that's son         D. the son of who 

25. I finally finished _____ at 7.00 p.m and served dinner. 

A. cooking  B. being cooked         C. to cook       D. to be cooked 

26. My sister is very _____ of collecting stamps. 

A. keen  B. interested  C. liked  D. fond 

27. If you leave the cake in the oven for too long, it _____. 

A. burns  B. burnt              C. will burn      D. will be burning 

28. Reading the newspapers is a good way of increasing your general _____. 

A. know  B. knowledgeable  C knowledge  D. knew 

29. The town is very _____. Thousands of tourists visit it each month. 

A. attract  B. attractive  C. attraction  D. attracted 

30. I hope you have not much _____ in finding this place. 

A. difficult  B. difficulty            C. difficulties        D. more difficult 

31. It is the first time _____. 
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A. I come here  B. I came here   C. I have come here      D. I will come here 

32. He began looking for a job _____. 

A. six months ago B. for six months        C. six months      D. since six months 

33. Jimmy is not _____ to go to school. 

A. young enough  B. old enough         C. enough old        D. enough young 

34. The ghost film we saw on TV last night was not _____ at all. 

A. frighten  B. frightened           C. to frighten          D. frightening 

35. More money _____ in education. 

A. should be invested                 B. should invest   

C should to be invested  D. should being invested 

36. Each park in London has its own _____. 

A. attract  B. attractive  C. attraction  D. to attract 

37. Anna looks very _____ in her new dress. 

A. attract  B. attractive  C. attraction D. to attract 

38. Nam feels _____ because he did very badly on his last test. 

A. happy  B. unhappy       C. happiness         D. unhappiness 

39. Never put _____ until tomorrow what you can do today. 

A. off  B. for  C. in  D. down 

40. I'm not very keen _____ playing chess. 

A. of  B. on  C. with  D. for 

II- Read the following passage and choose A, B, C,  or D to fill in the gaps 
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I have always wanted to go fishing. Last summer, I went on a trip to Taiwan. (41) the last 

day of my vacation, I went fishing on a beautiful lake. Unfortunately, I didn't catch (42) 

fish, and I got bored. I decided to go (43). When I stood up, my wallet (44) my pocket 

and into the water. It had all my money, my passport, my plane tickets- everything. I (45) 

into the lake to look (46) it, but I didn't find anything. The next morning, I wasn't able to 

leave the hotel. I had (47) money to pay the bill and no plane ticket or passport to go 

home. So what did I do? I called my boss and asked (48) some money. I have (49) had 

(50) a terrible experience. 

41.  A. at  B. on  C. in  D. during 

42.  A. any  B. a  C. an  D. some 

43.  A. swim  B. swam  C. swimming  D. to swim 

44.  A. out of  B. out  C. of  D. into 

45.  A. jump  B. jumping  C. to jump  D. jumped 

46.  A. for  B. after  C. into  D. out 

47.  A. any  B. much  C. some  D. no 

48.  A. X  B. for  C. after  D. to 

49.  A. ever  B. still  C. never  D. just 

50.  A. so  B. too  C. also  D. such 

Đáp án đề số 8: 

1. B        2. C       3. A          4. B      5. B        6. B     7. B       8. D     9. D      10. B  

11. B      12. B     13. C       14. D     15. B     16. C    17. D     18. B    19. A    20. B  

21. D      22. B     23. B       24. B      25. A     26. D    27. C    28. C    29. B    30. B  

31. C      32. D     33. B       34. D     35. A     36. C    37. B     38. B    39. A     40. B  

41. B      42. A     43. C       44. A     45. D     46. A     47. D    48. B    49. C     50. D 
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